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by Tavish Capulus

Greetings and salutations, brothers and sisters of the Dark Arts —

the mysteries of necromancy await for your discovery!

First of all, no one can truly explain necromancy and how it works;

that is the essence of chaos. Anyone who tells you otherwise is either

trying to sell you a two day dead horse or is a member of the Healer’s

Guild.

Necromancy itself is the wondrous dark side of the coin, paired

beautifully with the magics of the earth in an eternal union. One thing is

for sure, there can be no earth magic without chaos magic, and it will be

so for the next gazillion years.

For many years previously, necromancy was legal and an accept-

able practice among people. It was not until years ago when elves and

other chaos-hating races moved into this area that necromancy became

persecuted for the “damage it causes the earth.”  Before I ramble about

how biomancers ruin the world everyday, I will simply say this: studies

show that four out of five earth casters will throw necromancy when you

capture them and tell them to throw chaos or be tortured to death.

The world has existed for thousands of years.

One necromancer on one continent in one duchy

in one barony on one day casting one Cause Light

Wounds Spell is not going to sunder nature and

is not going to end the world.

I feel it is “conceited” to think that the world

can be ruined by using any one form of magic,

but the simple fact is everyone is doing it — why

can’t you?

Necromancy in and of itself is a form of

chaos and other elements. It is wrong to consider

necromancy and chaos to be one and the same.

Chaos itself endeavors to put forward the prin-

ciple of freedom and choice, as well as the

deconstruction of order.  Necromancy pulls forth

from Chaos and some yet unknown series of ele-

ments — but chaos gets the top billing in the in-

cantation area. In any case, where it comes from

is not important whereas what it does is impor-

tant. Necromancy harms beings that are not dead,

and heals and supports beings that are dead —

that’s the only thing anyone can prove. Swamps

don’t happen because I have been creating Cack-

ling Corpses, they happen because there is too

much damn water in one place. That’s the sim-

plest explanation I have for you my friends, and

I am holding your hands here as we start our dis-

course on battle magic and move into the ritual

arts.

Necromantic battle magic in and of itself

comes from the dark side of earth magic. It draws

earth magic from the earth and then twists it to

its own affect. The conception that it is tainted

earth magic is correct; however the taint comes

from after it is pulled from the earth.

Well of course, that’s in great debate, espe-

cially among the biomancers, but I for one have

been casting necromancy for years with no ap-

parent harmful affects.

Battle magic directly invokes chaos via an

incantation, but do not once again become con-

fused — necromancy is  the sum of several ele-

ments, not just chaos. Think of it in these simple terms: the opposite of

earth is air, and the opposite of chaos is order. Necromancy then appears

to be the opposite of biomancy. If necromancy is from many parts, so is

earth — it’s just earth gets top billing in the biomantic spells.

Earth is not the opposite of chaos, but biomancy is the opposite of

necromancy.

Now many say that the Death spell is necromantic — that’s another

issue entirely — but the element of death may somehow be a component

of necromancy just as the element of life may be also (Unlife of course).

However, the Death spell draws upon one element: Death. As necro-

mancy has many elements it draws from, the Death spell cannot be nec-

romantic. For those that this simple proof does not convince, simply see

me and I will death you anyways.

Now, Ritual Magic is not as straightforward as Battle Magic, as

many argue because you do not invoke necromantic incantations it is

not necromantic to be creating skeletons and zombies. First of all, I hate

necromancers that simply step up to an accuser or questioner and say

with a big old smile, “I just made 12 ghouls in my circle of power but I

am not a necromancer.” That’s the kind of stuff I obliterate people for,



and if you point such necromancers out to me I will kill them for you.

Rituals that make or help undead are necromantic, and draw from the

same magics as the battle magic chaos spells. Only loser necromancers

try to cloak ritual casting as one big happy magic. If you make undead

kids, you’re a necromancer. And yes, if you are casting rituals that help

undead in any way, you are probably a necromancer. Don’t make me tell

you this again.

Now a lot of people say to themselves, “Hey! Where do bodies

come from when you make six new lesser friends in about 60 minutes?”

Well, I have an answer for you: for corporeal undead, from the ground.

For noncorporeal undead, from the air.

For corporeal undead, you go crazy in the ritual circle, and then as

the ritual progress tendrils of necromantic energy seek out the closest

bodies to the casting.  The tendrils rap around the bodies of somebody’s

Uncle Rupert and pull him to the circle. Then old Rupert gets a special

ritual change of clothes and becomes a bright new shiny latest model

ghast complete with claws and nauseas.

If you have a hankering for spectres, tendrils go out and find people

who have been burned on a pyre.  (This of course is why I always have

a chuckle when they burn a body hoping to dodge the consequences.

Nope, I am afraid that nature and necromancy doesn’t waste anything;

whether you like it or not you might be part of a new family someday.)

Now some rituals of course go directly on the spirit of an indi-

vidual, transforming the body associated with the spirit into an undead.

These basically transform an individual (like a racial change) for the

duration of the ritual — no bodies required except for the one associated

with the target of the ritual.

A lot of necromancers like to hang out close to the graveyards for

the quicker response time on the lesser undead they create, but that is so

4th century it kills me.  I kill squatters like this when I catch them —

they give us all a bad name. Who cares where the bodies come from? Be

a cool necromancer — don’t grab your shovel and head down the grave-

yard — let them come to you.

Well, the last part of my little treatise (this is starting to bore me) is

that I have a little advice for the starting necromancer.  When you start

chucking chaos, the smart necromancer knows who his friends are —

anyone who doesn’t talk to a noble or guildmaster.  Lots of people just

plain don’t mind if you use it to save their asses, and most people under-

stand that sometimes things merit a control undead to make the fight a

little easier. . .or that Drain spell on the rampaging beastie trying to eat

you.

The Code of Chivalry is not your friend, Healer’s Guildmasters are

not your friends, nobles are not your friends — I am your friend, and I

guarantee I will never turn you in to them. I may turn you into some-

thing, but that’s another thing entirely.

Necromancers that hang out in the capital every weekend are the

posers of our profession, because you can never really do anything but

dabble in the dark arts or get their heads chopped off. What you need to

do is come out into the swamps, the small villages on the edge of no

where, the abandoned castles, etc. This where we all hang out and have

a great time oppressing the common man, plotting the power and glory

of necromancy, killing stupid adventurers who think they will finally get

us, performing on-the-edge necromantic rituals, and generally having a

nonstop party.

If you really must do the “hang around town and be a necroman-

cer” thing, at least join the Shadow Ring. The Shadow Ring is a

necromancer’s guild sponsored by some of the more notable members

of the necromantic community and the people who secretly serve them.

Why mention the existence of the  Shadow Ring?  Who cares! We have

been around for over 400 years (some of us longer) why worry now that

people may get wise to it? While no name dropping is necessary, need-

less to say we take care of our own (one way or another). So if you are

smart enough to find a member of the Shadow Ring, we’ll assign you

some minor tasks to check your credentials and skills and perhaps let

you try to work yourself into the inner ring and stand beside the Shadow

Mage himself.

Oh, and make sure you are entertaining. A boring necromancer is a

dead necromancer.

OOOOOn Earn Earn Earn Earn Earth and Chaosth and Chaosth and Chaosth and Chaosth and Chaos
by Ezri A. Silverthorn Telnasse

Black and white; up and down; left and right. Each of these things

could not exist without the other.

Earth magic and Chaos magic cannot be separated. There are many

who will tell you that necromancy is perfectly acceptable battle magic,

but this is not the case. Celestial magic calls upon the power of the

elements, and directs them at a specific target. Earth magic follows the

flow of nature. Chaos magic takes this flow and twists it into an abomi-

nation.

When you learn Earth magic, you learn the natural cycle of the

world. Things are born and die: people, animals, trees, even goblins.

There are intricate relationships between all of these beings. Small ani-

mals eat plants, larger animals eat them, and the highest predators, in-

cluding people, often eat these creatures. When we die, whether we are

ants or elves, our bodies return to the earth and nourish it. Death is a part

of life. We mourn our friends when they pass, but they are simply with

the natural cycle of the land.

When you learn to call upon the power of the earth to heal, you are

following the natural flow. If you were to cut your finger for example, it

will heal on its own. A Cure Light Wounds spell simply helps this pro-

cess along. Even the gift of Death is a continuation of the natural cycle

It is the perversion of earth magic into necromancy that slowly

destroys the earth. Things that die as a result of chaos do not nourish the

earth as they should. Instead, they slowly poison it.

Rain falls from the sky and nourishes the earth. When the storm is

over, the sun comes out and gives the earth energy. The sun also dries

the water, which returns to the sky. That water then falls again as rain.

Necromancy reverses this cycle and destroys everything below. Every

incantation that calls upon chaos further twists and distorts this natural

cycle.

Calling upon chaos slowly destroys the world we live in. It re-

verses the life force and corrupts all natural things. It takes a healthy,

living body and forces it to decay and rot unnaturally. It pulls our loved

ones from the earth and sky and forces them to do its bidding, like some

grotesque puppet show.

Now, you may walk through the forest and think to yourself “Noth-

ing is moving backwards here.” Not everything is visible at the surface.

If you throw a pebble into a lake, it will ripple and then become still

again. On the surface, the lake looks just as it did before, but below the

water, the lake is forever changed. Just because you can no longer see

the pebble, does not mean it no longer exists. You may feel the effects of

chaos immediately if you use it, and afterward you may look and even

feel the same. But you are now forever changed, tainted by chaos, and

so is the earth. Chaos magic may very well be the cause of unexplained

weather, catastrophes like earthquakes, or tornadoes that form out of

nowhere. Some of the shorter lived peoples of Fortannis may never live

to see what harm chaos magic can do. How fortunate for them.

OOOOOn the Hn the Hn the Hn the Hn the Healerealerealerealerealer
by Dame Natasha Rosaka

On the field of conflict, there are always scores of men and women

wielding weapons of destruction, mages aplenty dealing wrath from their

fingertips. Yet it is the Healer, the lone Child of the Earth, who truly

holds any victorious force together. Without the Healer, a great many

more battles are lost than won.

There are many people who deem to call themselves Healers, those

who wield weapons, alchemy, or even those who foolishly dabble in the

Celestial arts. These people, however, are proven when a Healer's duties

are most crucial — at the moment combat is joined with a foe.

A true Healer knows their place — there is no glory or material



gain to be had in their profession. Their success is not measured in silver

and gold, their success is weighed by their effectiveness in preservation

of Life, the upholding of a greater good, not the conquest of a living foe.

Those casters of Earth magics who charge into battle to fight with

weapons or spells squandered on non-healing energies are not Healers.

Perhaps they possess the power and the words to heal the afflicted, but a

Healer is much more than simply that.

A Healer dedicates their life to the service of others.  Selflessly they

devote their studies to magics and techniques that are not intended to

reap personal gain.

This is not to say that a Healer does not learn skills other than that

of their craft. Obviously a Healer’s skill is better served learning more

spells and healing techniques, but on occasion a Healer may find it nec-

essary to expand their training to include skills outside the realm of

Earth magics. In these cases, it is in the purpose and the implementation

of these skills that true meaning is found.

A Healer learned in using a weapon does so to defend against, not

to attack, a living foe. In arming themselves, they do so to provide safety

to themselves and others in the line of their duties. A Healer does not

seek to pursue and destroy a living enemy when there is work to be done

tending to the fallen. The Healer knows the priority to which their skills

are fashioned, and does not falter from this distinction.

A Healer learned in Alchemy does so for the same reason — to

provide self-defense should the Healer or those they are caring for be in

danger while the Healer is providing assistance.

A Healer does not train in Celestial magics. To fork one’s path with

indecision indicates that the individual is not prepared to truly dedicate

themselves to the profession of the Healer. Solely Celestial magics are

unique in that they destroy, no true Earth magic or Earth/Celestial hy-

brid magic is designed to harm the living.

The Healer defends Life, they do not take it. Celestial magic, by

nature, is destructive and therefore not within the mindset of the Healer.

All things a Healer does are to further the battle against untimely

Death and Chaos magics. It is true that Death is an integral part of the

Cycle. Death caused prematurely and not within the Cycle is the com-

mon enemy all Healers share.

The fight against Chaos magics is one the Healer places very highly

in their regard. Chaos magics are the force that twist and harm Life and

all that is Good. To call upon its magics is to tear asunder the very fabric

by which the Earth itself is held together.

Undead in all its forms are the direct result of the use of Chaos

magics — undead monstrosities are the personification of Chaos mag-

ics. Their very existence harms the Earth.  Therefore the one foe that the

Healer pursues and destroys without reservation are Undead beings.

Chaos magics do grievous harm to the living, but Earth magics

wreak such havoc on Undead, the effects being double that of the Nec-

romantic counterpart — thus the Healer is the ideal Warrior to combat

these incarnations of Chaos.

The Healer is placed perfectly in this role, no restorative healing

magics conflict with the spells intended for the destruction of Undead;

Harm Undead and Destroy Undead.  Very mighty magics are these, they

gnaw at the very fibre that holds such evil constructs together, tearing

them to pieces as they cleanse the Earth of blight. Healing spells of the

Earth are highly effective against Undead — a Healer seeks to use these

magics in combat only as a last resort, as they should be used to aid the

living first and foremost. However, a learned Child of the Earth feels

secure that their healing aura has the potential to dismantle and cleanse

even the most foul of Undead.

The Healer will always strive to destroy all Undead within their

power — as through the destruction of Undead can the health of the

Earth be improved.

Thus the Healer is made — much more than a mere assemblage of

spell knowledge, a true Child of the Earth lives the tenets by which the

Healer bases their existence:

• Defense of Life and all living things

• Prevention of Death outside the Cycle

• Alleviation of suffering

• Destruction of Undead

• Cleansing of the effects of Chaos magic

• Protection of the Earth

• Selfless devotion of knowledge and skills to this end


